Reversible or lossless data hiding enables host media to be restored from marked media without any loss of host information. However, since most of existing lossless data hiding methods are fragile, hidden data cannot be extracted after marked media goes through alteration such as JPEG compression. In this paper, we present a robust (referred to as semifragile) lossless data hiding method that utilizes sub-sampling and block gravity center. Gravity center of sub-sampled part of each block is insensitive to alteration, so it achieves robustness. This technique can be applied to selective authentication for images. That is, if a marked image does not change at all, the hidden data is correctly extracted and at the same time an original image is recovered. After compression, the hidden data is still extracted without error. Experimental results prove that the presented scheme achieves both reversibility and robustness against the predefined distortion.
INTRODUCTION
Lossless data hiding, or so-called reversible data hiding, enables exact recovery of an original image from a marked image after a hidden message removal for content authentication and tamper proofing. It is applied in applications where the recovery of the original image is desired. In quality-sensitive applications such as military imaging and remote sensing where a slight modification can lead to significant difference in final decision making process, the original image without any modification is required during image analysis. Recently, there are different ways to embed message for reversibility in literature. In [1, 2] , they losslessly compressed a selected feature from an image to obtain enough space, which is then filled up with a message to be hidden. In [3, 4] , they embedded a message in transform domain such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet transform (DWT) by modifying corresponding coefficients. Some employed a difference expansion technique where message bits were Email: kskim@mmc.kaist.ac.kr embedded by expanding the differences of pixel pairs [5, 6] . Histogram modification techniques were proposed by [7, 8] . However, since most of them were fragile, the hidden message cannot be extracted after the marked image goes through alteration such as compression. Two lossless data hiding techniques robust against compression were proposed so far. These techniques are more useful and more practical than fragile schemes because they allow incidental modification for selective authentication in the real situations. When no alteration occurred during transmission, the original image was recovered after removing hidden data. If the marked image changed by alteration, hidden data is still extracted without error. In [9] , pixels were divided into two pseudo-random sets and the message was embedded by rotating the center of the circular histogram of each set. However, since modulo-256 addition was employed to achieve reversibility, the marked image suffered from salt-and-pepper visual artifacts. Ni et al. [10] used the difference values of two randomly chosen pixels in each image block as a robust parameter. This method did not generate salt-and-pepper noise but embedding capacity and extraction performance depended on the used error correction code (ECC).
In this paper, we propose a novel robust lossless data hiding method that modifies a gravity center of two sub-sampled parts in blocks. This gravity center provides both lossless data hiding for exact authentication and robustness for selective authentication. This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 presents our robust lossless data embedding and extraction algorithm including the selected robust quantity. Experimental results are shown in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 concludes.
THE PROPOSED ROBUST LOSSLESS DATA HIDING ALGORITHM
This section presents a gravity center based lossless data hiding algorithm for images in spatial domain. Fig. 1 describes an overall flowchart of the proposed scheme, which is composed of data embedding, extraction, and recovery procedures. 
Sub-sampling
Sampling is the process of selecting units (e.g., pixels, coefficients) from an image. We introduce a lossless data hiding algorithm that utilizes sub-sampled images obtained by sub-sampling. For the
where x = 1, . . . , N 1 /2 and y = 1, . . . , N 2 /2. Since the sub-sampled images are strongly correlated and have highly spatial redundancy, we utilize this characteristic and achieve the robustness for selective authentication.
Robust Quantity
Since the obtained 4 sub-sampled images are close to each other, the gravity centers in each sub-sampled image are also close to each other. In order to be robust against incidental alteration such as compression and noise addition, we select this gravity center as the robust parameter. To enhance robustness, two averaged sub-sampled images are employed instead of all sub-sampled images. For example,
In the proposed method, we first split I into M × N image blocks. After that, sub-sampling is applied to each block and then gravity centers are calculated. For a given image block, we expect that the difference value between two gravity centers in A 1 and A 2 is very close to zero. Fig. 2 
Data Embedding Algorithm
Let I be the original image to be transmitted and I M be the marked image. First, we divide I into M × N blocks. For each block, we apply sub-sampling and obtain two gravity centers from two averaged sub-sampled parts explained in Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2, respectively. Next, the difference value D = G x1 − G x2 is calculated and it follows the distribution mentioned above. Let us assume that the embedded message w(n) is a pseudo random binary sequence. For each block, if w(n) is 1, we should make G x1 larger than G x2 . If w(n) is 0, G x2 has to be larger than G x1 . To achieve this, a constant as shown in Fig. 3 . As a result of this, the original gravity center is moved and thus D is increased or decreased (i.e., D is no longer centered on zero.). Finally, I M is obtained through the inverse of the sub-sampling with the modified sub-sampled image blocks.
Data Extraction and Recovery Algorithm
Data extraction and recovery steps are the reverse process of data embedding steps. For the given marked image I M , we first split I M into blocks. For each block, sub-sampling is applied and two gravity centers are obtained. If G x1 is larger than G x2 , the embedded bit '1' is retrieved, otherwise '0' is retrieved. That is, the message is extracted using the following rule.
On the one hand, if the received marked image to be authentic does not change at all, the hidden message is correctly extracted by using Eq. (3) and at the same time the original image without any distortion is reconstructed by subtracting and adding L. On the other hand, if some alteration happens to the marked image, the hidden message is still extracted without error.
Low Bound of PSNR
PSNR is a well-known quantitative value to measure the distortion between the original image and the marked image. In the embedding procedure, the embedding level L is added or subtracted in only a half of the height. That is, the resultant mean square error ( 
For example, if L is 4, the low bound of PSNR between the original image and the marked one is 39.10 dB.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In all experiments, 2 commonly used grayscale images and 2 military images of size 512 × 512 are used as test images as depicted in Fig. 4 . To embed the message bits, the block size M (= N ) is 16 the embedding level L are adjusted [4, 8] . Depending on the desired degree, the block size affects the embedding capacity and robustness. The embedding level affects the visual quality and robustness. For robustness test, we consider high-quality JPEG compression attack because quality-sensitive images should be compressed with low compression ratio (Q ≥ 85). Noise addition attack also happens during transmission. 
Performance of Selected Robust Quantity
In this section, we analyze the performance of selected robust quantity. The difference of two gravity centers is chosen as the robust parameter against alteration. Fig. 5 shows some results. In this case, the embedding capacity is 1024 bits and the PSNR value is 37.16 dB. As shown in the figure, it is proved that all embedded message bits are correctly extracted although the marked image goes through high-quality JPEG compression and noise addition. Table 1 summarizes comparison results with other existing algorithms, two fragile schemes [7, 8] and one semi-fragile scheme [9] for 4 test images: Lena, Boat, Aerial, and Tank. Since two fragile schemes are based on LSB modification, about 50% of the embedded bits were destroyed due to the attacks. [9] suffers from lack of embedding capacity since some probable blocks not to be reversible do not carry a message to be hidden. In the proposed method, the embedding capac- Table 1 . Comparison results in terms of the payload and the error rate for 4 test images. EC means the embedding capacity (bits). ER1 and ER2 mean the bit error rate (%) after JPEG compression (Q=85) and noise addition (σ 2 = 0.001), respectively. In [9] , the block size and the level are set to 16 and 3, respectively. In the proposed method, M = N = 16 and L = 5 because they achieve better performance. ity is 1024 bits and is completely extracted. Through the experiment, it is observed that larger block size and embedding level lead to stronger robustness. However, larger block size makes the embedding capacity lower and also larger embedding level makes the distortion higher. Thus, the block size and the embedding level should be adjusted depending on the requirement of the desired applications for selective authentication.
Comparison with Other Algorithms

CONCLUSIONS
A block gravity center based robust (semi-fragile) lossless data hiding algorithm for selective authentication is proposed, where the difference between two gravity centers in the sub-sampled parts is modified to embed the message. We exploit the fact that difference values having small magnitudes occur frequently because two obtained gravity centers are very close. Under the given block size and the embedding level, the proposed algorithm shifts the distribution of differences by modifying pixel values. The proposed scheme does not use ECC and no overflow and underflow happens for the test images. Experimental results support that our algorithm achieves both lossless and robustness. This permits conveying the embedded message from lossless and lossy environments. 
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